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Abstract: Within the Web information networks of various kinds are of interest for
specific applications. These networks evolve in a decentralised manner. As such, they
represent alternatives to centralised information sources such as databases.

While crawlers can try to extract these networks from the Web, there is currently
no systematic work on how to measure the quality of this extraction. Quality measures
are of central importance to justify efforts and investments in Web network mining as
an alternative to licence models of centralised information sources.

In this paper we present a use case of such an interesting information network, that
of the art market. We then present a simple model of a quantifiable quality measure of
network extracted from the Web.

1 Introduction

[XC08] reports at the end of an article analysing networks of terrorist and criminal activi-
ties: “Please also note that care is needed when interpreting these findings. Because dark
networks are covert and largely unknown, hidden links may be missing in the elicited net-
works”. The authors seem to be unsure that the extraction of a hidden network provided
to them is complete enough to generate insights based on statistical analysis. They seem
to be concerned that they worked on a subset of data whose quality was not evaluated and
that therefore their analysis could be questioned.

Necessary is some quality measure that helps to assess the extent to which an analysed
network is a relevant subset of the network to study and – in turn – how valid the results
of that analysis can be.

2 Use-Cases of Web Network Extraction

For various applications areas, the Web contains topic specific networks. These are spanned
as an overlay on the usual Web page and link structure. To discover them, one needs to
crawl the Web and to analyse whether a page should be considered a node in the overlay
network and whether a link represents a relation in the overlay.

As an example application area we chose the art market. Information about it is a quite
loosely coupled and distributed on the Web. Figure 1 shows a simple model of the partic-
ipating roles and their relations. At the core is the artwork and the artist who has created
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it. Around that we find the three common levels of the art market with galleries, auction
houses and art dealers. “Consumers” of artworks are private and public collections which
may show them in exhibitions.

Figure 1: An example network on photography collections

A crawler could try to extract the network of galleries and represented artists from the
Web. In order to do so, it has to classify whether a Web page represents a gallery (ie. is
its homepage) and whether links in the site can be considered the “represents” relation.
In addition, one has to determine the nodes that are considered as artists. These might be
simply their names or their homepages, with the later being the more difficult case since
the descriptions of artists on the galleries’ sites have to be mapped to the artists homepages.

The number of artists can be estimated as several millions and the number of artworks
about two to three dimensions higher. Each artwork appears at least one time the art
market, namely when it is sold by a gallery to a collector.

Other cultural areas, eg. cinematography have managed to generate more or less com-
plete archives on their field. An example is the Internet Movie Database IMDB (http:
//www.imdb.com/ ) which collects information about films, actors, directors etc. with a
quite similar data model to the one shown above. For the art market, there is nothing
comparable, so the mentioned crawler could collect valuable information.

Networks are subject to various studies, for an overview see [New03]. Across various dis-
ciplines such as biology, medicine, computer science, earth sciences, logistics, sociology
and lots more, the study of the structure of network structures and their dynamics leads to
additional insights with most practical consequences. A good example is the detection of
“super spreaders” in infection networks that should be isolated in case of a pandemia, or
the analysis on traffic networks answering which airports should then be closed.

Quite often, these networks exhibit specific statistical distributions on which nodes are
connected within them. Scale free networks [BB03] are found in various areas like traffic
networks or the Web. Here, the likelihood of a node have a huge number of links to others
can be described by a single relation, the so-called power law. In essence, it means at only
very few nodes have a very high linkage and that the huge majority populates the long tail

of this nodes with a low linkage. The preferential attachment characteristic models for
example, that popular Web sites attract even more links – the rich get richer.
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Considering the art market, we establish the hypothesis that it exhibits similar character-
istics that can be used to provide additional information. For example, we might expect
that artists whose works are offered often in auctions will be offered also in future auctions
frequently. Or, we are certain that there is a huge number of artists with low presence in
collections while a very few ones reach a high probability to be collected.

As a small experiment we used information from [Aig96] to perform a visualisation on
which photography artists are part of the seven of eight European collections on photogra-
phy art listed in the referenced journal. We scanned the pages containing the lists of artists
for each collection (one could not be scanned in a satisfactory manner) and did some man-
ual data cleansing. Then, this text data was given to a script that generated a representation
of the network in GraphML [BEH+01]. A visualisation tool then was used to generate the
depiction of the network as in figure 2. At the centre of the seven clusters are the collec-
tion, the other nodes are artists and links between them represent that an artwork created
by the artist is displayed in the collection.

Figure 2: An example network on photography collections

Of the about 1600 artists, 120 were displayed in two or more of the seven collections.
About 93% of the artists are collected only once. As indicated by the example, network
visualisations exhibit an own aesthetic quality. Considering the amount of possibilities
for network visualisation (sites like VisualComplexity 1 illustrate this), we could consider
self-referential art on the art market based on the data collected.

1http://www.visualcomplexity.com/
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There are centralised and decentralised ways get information about the art market:

• We use a database that is maintained manually and centrally and which offers a
measurable set of information on arts in our case.

• We use an automated Web crawler to extract the decentralised information from
relevant Web sites, like galleries, auctioneers and collections in our use-case.

If we were able to have an automated approach that leads to a result of measurable quality,
we could also establish a cost/benefit model for our approach.

For our use-case of art information, there are databases like the The Union List of Artist

Names (ULAN) which contains around 375,000 names and biographical and bibliographic
information about artists and architects (http://www.getty.edu/ research/conducting research/
vocabularies/ulan/ ). It has licence costs in the low 4-digit range per year. Assuming that
we want could reach a information comparably quality by crawling, one could assume
about half the costs per year for running a crawler and a Web site on a rented server. To
make that case, we need a quantifiable measure on quality.

3 Quality Measures for Web Network Extraction

In the field of information retrieval, two quality measures are central [BB99]:

• Precision represents the internal quality of the result set. It expresses how many
wrong results lower the quality and is calculated by dividing the amount of relevant
documents found by the number of documents found.

• Recall expresses the quality of finding relevant results calculated by the relation
of the number relevant found documents to the total number of existing relevant
documents.

We use this common notion as a basis to define a similar measure for the “retrieval” of a
subgraph from the Web that is relevant for a specific domain of interest.

3.1 Recall and Precision of Network Extraction

The Web is a network W consisting of pages as nodes PW and links LW . For a given
domain D – art in our example case –, the network of relevant information is WD =
(PD, LD). For any other network WX = (PX , LX), we are interested in quantifying,
how good it captures WD. Assuming that WD does exist2, we can define the following
measures.

2In [TH09] we have argued that the notion of a relevance set is problematic since any user has a subjective
expectation of an information search, thus no objective relevance set can exist. In our can, we do have databases
such as ULAN as subsets of that relevance set.
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• The precision measure Pprec of WX relative to WD and relating to the pages con-
tained is the proportion of how many pages in PX are also in PD to the size of PX :
#{p|p ∈ PD ∧ p ∈ PX}/#PX .

• The recall measure Prec of WX relative to WD and relating to the pages contained
is the proportion of how many pages from PX are in PD: #{p|p ∈ PD ∧ p ∈
PX}/#PD.

• The precision measure Lprec of WX relative to WD and relating to the links con-
tained is the proportion of how many links in LX are also in LD to the size of LX :
#{l|l ∈ LD ∧ l ∈ LX}/#LX .

• The plain recall measure Lrecp of WX relative to WD and relating to the links
contained is the proportion of how many links from LX are in LD: #{l|l ∈ LD∧l ∈
LX}/#LD.

The discovery of links depends on the extraction of their source pages. The reason to miss
a link can be its wrong classification or it is a followup error to wrongly classify the page
in which it originates. The above recall measure on links would therefore take a double
penalty which does not reflect the quality of link extraction. Therefore it has to be extended
to only consider links from pages that are in PX . We write source(l) to denote the page
where the Web link l starts, ie. its source anchor.

Lrec = #{l|l ∈ LD ∧ l ∈ LX}/#{l|l ∈ LD ∧ source(l) ∈ PX}

3.2 Measuring the Quality

In information retrieval, recall and precision can be combined into a single value, the F-
measure [vR79]:

Fβ =
(1 + β2) · precision · recall

β2 · precision + recall

β can be used to further weight the importance of them. The common value of 1 yields
the weighted harmonic mean of both factors, thus being closer to the worse performance.

For our purposes, we have to extend the measure to account for both page- and link-
quality. While we keep a β to adjust whether the focus is on precision or recall, we also
have to express how much the quality of links is important in relation to the quality of
pages extracted. We do so with a second weight γ. We calculate a the weighted arithmetic
mean on link and pages qualities and use these to determine our F-measure on the quality
of a retrieved subgraph:

Fβ,γ =
(1 + β2) ·

Pprec+γ2Lprec
1+γ2 · Prec+γ2Lrec

1+γ2

β2 ·
Pprec+γ2Lprec

1+γ2 + Prec+γ2Lrec
1+γ2
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4 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a use case of Web network extraction and argued that
quality measures for the results are necessary to enable cost/benefit analysis. We then
have described a first model of such a measure and given a rationale.

With this as a first step, we see two main future work items. First, the model has to be
calibrated and validated. This can be done in the small with a tool and manual analysis. In
a second step, one would have to generate a community effort like the TREC competitions
[VH05] in which Web graph miners would compete for best results.
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